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PREFACE

This study was conducted under contract DAAK70-83-C-0168
"Low Cost Gyrocompass."

The s tu y .,as io irir h, -:r Lo ¢ctoLjr >93 -t.iT', C9 0-
under the supervisLi of ~ :<. <J occ:iev anL .<'a:ayGfe

of the US ArFv Enc:incer Topographic Lal oratories, Fort 7elvoir,
Virginia.



LCOW CCST GYRCC, QFASS

I:'TR.. DUC T iC:I

This study of a low cost gyrocompass was initiated in FY 83

as an exploratory development effort, The objective was to devel-

op a design concept and associated error budget for a portable

low cost gyrocompass that would tolerate significant base motions

such as those present on a modern battlefield. Studies and tests

were performed to evaluate the features of the design concept.

This report is a summary of that effort, including findings on

gyrocompass performance capabilities under operational environments.

EIACKR' UiID

Portable gyrocompasses presently in the Army inventory do

not meet many of the required characteristics concerning precision

measurement of azimuth in the presence of base motion (vibration),

base tilt, and base tilt rates. The proposed systen. appears to

have the required capability.

iYVESTIGATTI,"

C_ 001 of the contract required that a study and report be

made on the performance of a gyrocompass under a set of operating

conditions defined in general in section C of the contract as follows:

The first three standard conditions called for operation (a) at
any latitude between the arctic a,d antarctic circles (±67 0 latitude),

(b) in climates listed in AR-70-38, (c) after handling and translcr-

tation. The new requirement called for operation on a tripod or

as part of a weapon system subject to vibration and other motions

imLarted by engine idling, wind, personiael mover.ent, etc. Repre-

sentative cperationsl environments include

(1) Lo- frequency (.1 Hz.) wind motion (trailer) .0015" peak to

peak.

(2) Wind induced motion at trailer resonance (4.5 to 6 Hz.) .008"

peak to peak.
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(4) f 1evel tilt uo to ±I0 .

(5) __ rates 1.2 miliradians per minute about any horizontal axis.

(6) Ability to maintain azimuth reference when rotated or moved

after 3yrocompassin-.

Additional requirements related to portability included

.:ize - 3.0 cubic inches.

Weight - 6 pounds.

1:ower - 24 V C, 15 watts.

These portability requirements are well within the state-of-the-art

at this time.

DESTGN' CON CEPT

7'e basic approach takes advantage of the principle employed

in the design of vibration-measuring equitment such as the seismo-

graph used to record earthquakes. The natural frequency of the

spring-mass-damper assembly contained within the device is made at

least a factor of ten less than the frequency of the vibrations to

be measured. In that case the mass suspended on the spring does

not movo with repect to inertial space and therefore movement of

the base with respect to the mass could be recorded by a stylus

attached to the mass writing on a graph paper on the frame of the
instrument. The important feature applicable to a gyrocompass is

that the suspended mass (gyroscope) is not disturbed by vibratory

motion of the base.

Early Approach

The initial design approach employed an inverted pendulum to
support the gyro. !he low natural frequency required was achieved
by balancing the gravity torque acting on the inverted pendulum

mass against the stiffness of a flexure suspension at the base of

the pendulum. Dynamic analysis revealed that while the gyro did

not share the translatory motions of the base, the gyro did however

3



rotate about its input axis because of rotations imparted to the

pendulum by the vibratory inputs at the flexure suspension. At

.008" double amplitude and 6 Hz. the angular rates into the gyro

were intolerably high. That approach was therefore without merit.

.evv Design Concept - (Rectilinear Flexure)

In the new design concept the gyro is now mounted on a flex-
ure supported platform that forms the upper horizontal arm of a

parallelogram. Spring loaded flexures are the vertical arms of

the parallelogram. The result is that the gyro can only translate

under vibratory inputs and therefore the gyro remains parallel to

the base. The rotations present in the early design concept are

entirely absent. The required low natural frequency is due to the

large compliance of the flexures. The same number of parts is
involved in both the early and new designs. Only a trivial re-

arrangement is required to obtain this desirable result. The

proprietory details are -iven in appendix A of this report.

A:DDT TICIAL ,V 7 f.A7i&.,

7hile the prime focus of the study -,'as the desi._zn of the -yr,

suscension system, additior.al investigations :;ere :!-... . Dther

basic features of a practical gyrocompass. The results of these

efforts are summarized in the appendices. These include prel-7.ina'ry
designs for three servo systems, gyro drift stability analysis,

analysis of gyrocompassing in the presence of tilt, oni lman fi-
ter design.

7i'RFOR:ANCE U:CDE O'7RATIC-AL z;ViDc""--TS

(1) Low frequency (,I Hz.) wind-induced motion (trailer) .0015"
peak to peak. The new rectilinear flexure suspension and gyro

mass will have a natural frequency of about .01 7!z. due to the

relatively high compliance of the spring loaded flexure. Thus t'-

translational input to the gyro will be about .5 of the .0015"

displacement. However, the corresponding angular displacement of

the rectilinear flexure and gyro will be negligible (less than 10-8

radians). The corresponding angular rates are less than .001 /hr.
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(2) Wind-induced motion at trailer resonance (4.5 to 6 Hz.)

.008" pea: to peak. Again the rectilinear flexure comes to the

aid of this design. The gyro translates less than .12: of the

.008" displacement. The corresponding angular displacement of the

rectilinear flexure and gyro due to tolerances is again negligible

(less than IO radians). The corresponding angular rate is less

than .012 /hr.

(3) Vibration inputs due to engine idling. The frequency of the

linear disturbance is several orders of magnitude greater than the

rectilinear flexure suspension and gyro mass assembly. Thus the

gyro moves (translates) a very small (less than .01% of the distur-

bance) amount. The corresponding angular displacement of the flex-

ure due to imperfections in the mechanism (tolerances) is less

than 10 radians. The corresponding angular rate could approach

.06 /hr. This is well within the capability of the Kalman filter

to suppress down to .006 Yhr. or less.

(4) 0ff level tilt (up to 10 ). The forcer and flexure systems

are capable of measuring case tilt angles in this range (tI0 ° ) to

an accuracy of 10 4radians (20 arc seconds). The corrcspondin-

north seeking error is
1 4 -4

1OtanA\= 2.36 - 10 radians or .2 milliradians

(5) Tilt rates 1.2 milliradians rer minute. Hy measurin c the

slope of the tilt angle versus time curve by least squEres rro-

cedures, the tilt rate is established. An accuracy of .05, of

rate has beer, shown by analysis. This corresponds to .0025c/hr.

or .25 mils north seeking error.

(6) Ability to maintain azimuth reference when rotated or moved

after gyrocompassing. The gyroart mechanization utilizes a two

degree of freedom dry tuned gyro. This permits use of one axis

as the "east" or north seeking axis while the other axis is used

in an azimuth stabilization loop for maintaining azimuth reference

when the system is moved or rotated in azimuth.

2



ne a. 713 1u,,3s - Latitude -4L5

:-Urce ioe~c ot rror

G-yro Bias .002 /hr. .2
(sh-ort term)

ilt asui~ent20 Arc '?econds

..rror(t Ott).

Aziuth '3yrc,,ro

zodo ut Lrror US01<r

_41t s ate .L-rror .0; of 1.025

--near Vibration

Iiluced :~ts.012 /h.1.2 zl

, ?7z. at *00811)

A-ular Vibration_

r.Jduced Thates .0036 /hr.

(1 0 /seL



C(_ 7CLUiCI3S

Accuracy of a simple north-finding gyrocompass that is based

on a pendulous gyro suspension is eocverly degraded by external

linear vibrations. Any displacement of the point of support of the

pendulum results in angular rotations of the suspenled gyro. For

typical vibratory inputs to be found in a battlefield environment

the induced angular rates can only be suppressed by long averaging

times that are not compatable with tactical applications.

The current design concept for the 'yroart ! employs a zara-

llelogram-type suspension for the gyro. Thus, vibratory inputs

produce only small translational inputs to the gyro vithout any

rotation of the suspended gyro. This is a significaut breah-

through in simple -yrocom.nass design for battlefield use. Ixternal

angular vibration inputs to the -yro are also heavily attenuated

by a crossed-saring flexure on the east-vest axis of the nyro.

_yroart i will zerfor. to an accuracy of t.wo .un tw, mmn es

_
-- under e ected battlefiel d n v. o .... ts.

7
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I. Brief Description of Gyroart F-chanism

Figure A-I depicts one recent version of the Gyroart mech-

anis:. The design has evolved in several stages through a contin-

uing process of refinement. The gyro (Kearfott Conex) is mounted

on rectilinear flexures via a pair of rotary flexures. Isoelastic

springs provide the compressive loads on the rectilinear flexures.

Tension loads are applied to the rotary flexures.

Tilt of the main housing is measured by a centering servo

system that consists of a pair of LVDT's amplifiers and electro-

magnetic forcers. The current through the forcers provide a mea-

sure of tilt angle since it measures the force required to hold

the gyro assembly centered in the inner housing.

The Conex gyro provides an azimuth torque lignalto provide

azimuth stabilization of the inner housing. The Conex gyro also

provides an east-west sensing axis that is used to perform the

north-finding function. An electronic capture lo around the

gyro east axis provides the required signals. Thus, there are

three servo loos; tilt, azimuth stabilization, aid east axis

capture loo-. P-rei-.inary designs for these servo ioO;s arc

given in appendix .

ii. Analysis of a 7 c,',. !iectilinear Suspension for the ;yro

Earlier study indicated that the penduloas gyro suszer.sion

does not isclate the Cyro from external lateral disturbances.
'.'hile the gyro mass does r.ot translate under the vibratior, inputs,

the pendulum forces the gyro to rotate at rates too high to be

absorbed by the Fal:ar. filter. .owever, by making a sir.ile change-
to the basic Cyro susren.sion systen, the gyro mounting surface

is now made to execute rurc translations rather than rotations

because of lateral vibration,, inruts. This eliminates tLe angular

rate in-uts to the cyro alnost cc:n;letely. The figures on the

followirir page shoi both horizor.tal and vertical cross-sections

through pairs of flexures to illustrate both the problem geerated

by the pendulous suspensior. and the elegant solution rovidcd by

the new rectilirear-Farallelogram suspension.

A-1
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I -'x 1' 2' 3'

Horizontal

Cross-Sections

rGyro

flexures Verticel ,

2 and 4 Cross-i:octions

1 flexure 3' flexurc
ivct /4tP 4

' ivots ivot IVt

fig. ( fig. (O)

lendulous Susnension ectilinear-'aralleiocrz. Susc::_cio:.

(forner design) (current dez_,r.)

in fig. (U.), notion of the i fig. (2, zotior of the

Tivcts to tie left (-x) to i' cau- pivots to the left (-x) to

ses the gyro to rotate through causes the gyro to zercly trano-

with disasterously large angular late but without rotation. Z-.

rates. (Flexures 2 and 4 absorb gyro platfor. reroaonr yarallcl to

motion in the : direction.) the base. (Flexures 1' and _'

absorb motion in the x direction.)

Thus, the sinzple act of rotating the flexures 90 with respect to the

base has eliminated the induced rotations of the penduluz.

'.ile the co.tract specifications for the gyrocor-ass only

refer to tilt rates of 1.5 milliradians per minute, we must assume

that there are also angular vibration inputs present in a real

vehicle scenario. To accor.odate this disturbance, the gyro is

mounted to the rectilinear flexure by low friction bearings throu>i;



tae center of gravity along the east-input axis. (Angular vibra-

tions about the gyro spin axis are not important to system perfor-

mance so provisions are not made for these disturbances.) The low-

friction bearings are made of cross-spring flexures, thus the natural

frequency of the gyro about the suspension axis is very low compared

to the frequency of the angular vibration inputs. Thus, the gyro

remains nearly fixed in inertial space as the frame rotates around

it. Steady "D.C." earth rate terms are transmitted to the east-axis

of the gyro via a the cross-spring gyro suspension bearings.

The rectilinear suspension was examined to determine the effect

of dimensional tolerances on suspension effectiveness. The length

of one arm was varied in steps of .001" and the change in platform

level of the gyro platform was then computed for a I rotation of
-1

the arms. The level (tilt) did not change more than 10 radians over

the 10 rotation. '2he following figure illustrates tnis result.' A

S<10- .001" to .010"

?-adian[/1 1- Q :

'The rotational do-coupling of the gyro ,rovided the lo.:

friction, low natural frequency bearing was also analyzed. Zor

a 10 to I ratio of excitation frequency to suspension-natural fro-

quency, the gyro remained stationary with respect to :-ace witn

only a .4% error. (99.6, of the frame vibrations were filterod cut.)

iIl. Isolation System Design Description and Analysis

The siesmic isolation concept uses proven techniques w:ich

have been applied in a wide variety of engineering; proclerns. 2iheoe

range from wind tunnel model mounting systems to gravimetric devices.

The result of placing the rate gyro on such a suspension is
to detach it from all periodic disturbances both lirnear and angular.

Cnly a "D.C." rate is transmitted through the mountin; ..-eans unim-

peded.

The physical implementation involves the use -f a linear iso-

lation system to a fixed structure which filters out all Iinear

-5



vibrations, M'ounted on the linear isolator is a rotary isolator.

The function of the rotary isolation system is to provide a fric-

tion-free suspension about the e-ast-west axis of the rate gyro.

Because this axis is completely unconstrained, angular vibrationo

about it cannot affect the -yro.

The actual mechanization of these ultra-low pass mechanical

filters is simple and straig htforw.-ard. The relationship between

the- amplitude X of the imposed periodic motion and the relative

displacement of the suspended mass Z is ,ivren by the expres-sion,

X
Z =(:,:o Damping)

's -';n, of nh s~~inapoahszrt.-

I the natural frequency Ln of -o zuunsa !7toahe zeo t

relative motion of the susandned 7ass beco.z,.es equal and o-eosite
to theo i:nresced motion X. < ssrais deccurle-d 'romth

m -ce mtion and the refore the -yro w.,hich is3 ottacned toD 1, i

.. ot a ffectod by dIistur'b tea 3 1: to hu)ot tutr

7< seofth 'ote:ec o Clt.-uction :ormnilt- t.h-e i

,of verylbr f~exurosoil avco1J4nz the cnO251WL'i )4 I
J 1ilire int ucln;g mod e. -e r-onsicno tnjoa c ttoe ;3

emocuomon.t r -sulit in i ratio of tea~sle loa to t~' c to

buc.olin:- load of 1"J 'Th qc Ji.l load is that fsr torc r-.>

t o m ialke th1ae su e-s cr.so a st atiJc , th":a t i s, i n f it Iy , Z orant.

ocause the, flexures are comca rati-ioly short, theL- -u-": ion~d3

(buckling* force) becomes rolatlvely larg7e.

Ton,-rr:;-al effects are reciuctd to nil by virtu2 o-f ~~tt

toie :materials useod in the cons-truction of the a-dr ~. the0

loading -rn display a constant cl-ascic -.oduiLus )v.,;,r a -side tm.

erature ran;g-e.

To isolate a)eriodic base :iotions in both sie to ide and

front to back dire)ctions the sioomic susnernsion i.: raodia

nested fashion. L'he suspension wihisolates te*vofrom, ii

to side mnotion carries3 a second, orthog-onal, ueno am y

.w.'ich eliminatos the effects of fntto back, base3- i-oturbances,.

The linear variable diffcrential transforire.rs .-icn detect



orthogrial com~ponents of base m~otion are arranged to eliminate thc-

effects of interaxis cross- couiling.

In addition to the syste:. just described which effectively

eliminates the effect of translatory disturbances on the gyro.

A. rotary suspeisioi. supports the gyro on, its east-wc-st axis- to,

filter out rational vibrations. in the cross sp-rirg rivot which-

serves as the east-west bearing- for the gyro, a spigis uzea

to load the flexures in tension.. The relation of the oe:U.an:

moirernt about the center and the axial force is sh-owr. in thec frur-_

below.*

The ordinate is the quarntity,r

''.~~~jis ~thetrque sor unit of anrrar rt~,toJn ot~f ''

ler.gth. < is the ordc f t!.( rr Cr ' f Inertia of t,,. Liesc

and the roduiuo of e1 at 4ct:,, c f t,-e Lie nt cria.osoc

ie or e z:i t.,-.e r. :7. a I ca d o.. te f lC 'u - 1 pivt -I

sigrnificart point or-. the curve is: it.- irtercc~t on. t.,-. Tre--ztivc

abcisso. ;.t this Loint ritx to ci vct rz~>.bc~c crc

For a value of the abcisoa eual to one, t!. e crcsses cuw vt c :rrc s

a corr..preszzive load equal to tihe i c.-o bucoling1. loCaa.

From the figurc it cas be -seen ton&t a jrcic rly

loaded pivut will exhibit as"tatico Lnvior under a tenscitcr~

w'nich is less than twenty perccent of t'-o conm-r resve buc.-L:.:

The suspension load irg oron ai~ ppies a force whi;ch Isa, .)at
twenty timres as great as the weig-ht of the.( gyro Pnd assciated

miounting plate so that shoclh loadingj and other extraneousc for.-cs

(Takcn, from "b!ote or, Frictionlccc iBearirng for . al Anguar

Deflections" by J.A* hei ' ous-:.j.l of fppiied 3hsc, ~ K

-A



nave a diminichingly small effect on the structure. The rugged-

ness and simplicity of the construction recommends it.

in summary, environmental vibration can be effectively fil-

tered throunh the use of a low-cost :mechanical suspension system

which exhibits the astatic property (zero friction and infinite

comnliance). There are no ",rey" or questionable areas in the

design since all of the concepts, materials and fabrication tech-

niques involved are proven and within the state-of-the-art.

A-. 8
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0 Caj ture Loop' Lrnaly'sas/Design

The pendulum~ capture loop has beon refined to irr.1rove its
performrance in the presence of static and dynamic disturbance,
The table belowA shows the steady state performai-ce of the desir.
ir. resp_'onse to specified expected disturbances.

Disturbarce Lan,,- f f ALe ~n-U~~h

Cornsta!.t Tilt . rne :one

1 .2 nrsntilt rate 2.6 1 10 rad Nn

14 7 * I c 1 .28* 10 rad 6 cs .01 dog/hr 6 L;

Tx~ blc~ ia.-ra' b o illu~strates the current cc' f- curation.

T Ine~ r~rtia 1 Ia.-frIc

:Ccn'Cr~uer _-=j- ensati on r ea,,-- ick- f f
c1 t~ Cn--C

..rc LC, p 7/ volt/rad

-A v/v
2 -cc.

] i25 s ec.

-2

v~it tnef: c UCncy variable fun-ctic-. K~i beiri : :.nt- z

- __ (~.:,c,)(1~;7: C



:h advantages the current design offers over the initial design

include

a.) :limination of steady state hang-off due to fixed case

tilt angle.

b.) Elimination of constant rate of growth hang-off angle

in the presence of constant case tilt rate.

c.) Crders of magnitude reduction of induced angular rates

in the presence of horizontal linear case vibrations.

TT. Azimuth Servo Analysis

As initial design of the azimuth servo has been generated

from the standpoint of isolating the sensing gyro from azimuth

angular disturbances. For this initial design effurt, the goal

was to achieve a reduction of an angular disturbance of the aziomuth

muth 'imbal by a factor of 100 in .1 seconds. The mechanization

considered uses the gyro azimuth axis to sense the disturbance

and provide an error signal to drive the gimbal torquer via the

stabilization and driver electronics. The following block diagram

deicts this configuration.

i. -, I--- --- 'I" Z_

go > ~> - G - -s)

=- :ic-off Angle = 675 volt/rod

Gimball .nle ChangeInkn-e = .324-5 oz-in/vot

, D = .042 volt/(rod/sec)

.03 cz-in-sec'

The transfer function relating pit-off angle to an input

azimuth gimbal angle disturbance is S , + "

s+ P is e,,
.,ithout compensation the basic system is highly oscillatory and

lightly damped. To provide a rapid and well damped reduction of

the input disturbance the following stabilization function :;as

arrived at

B-2



..;h this comensation, tihe time solution for a .t inut is

and at the end of .1 sec., an initial anguiar error is reduced by

a factor of.00;9 Subsequent design analyses will investigate the

eff23ts of time varying disturbances.



Gyro Drift Stability Te3t Data
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a 22n;~. mas c'rao cnds to .2 'tiz hadir, error
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be gyro coordinates risoriented with r'cct tc

locz,l coordinates £ ' ,1 by aAgles , The ccc vci:.etc
set- are related as follows

For sufficiently small angles, this exprcszior, rcduccZ tc

~D- 1
.. .. .. ........ C .. .. . ... . .. .. .. . . .I I I II..



This resulting small angle transformation describes three inde-

pendent angular rotations, each being taken about one of the

local coordinates. The total misalignment vector can then be

described by; 0 = ,+ 1lwhere apnd are the tilt angles

about E and / respectively and is the true azimuth misalignment

about 0 •

Considering a non-vibration case where the pendulum is

tightly captured to the case, the force anr rate measurements

in gyro/care coordinates can be written as;

These can be combined in ters of a sinle aeaE-;rcx:.t vector;

F -0 o

W 0 o o F

This car. also be writter as

where,i = Me asure.ent vector (AtriC r7 A
= s-tate vector LE4 ~ '

= ,bservatior, i,:atrix r

b-2 2
1$I



n tilt rates a ndh are cor.tant Over the oa:, I iucerva!

At -e ci:an,oe in the state vector over t 1: iterval car.

ex r sr- od as;

1 0 0 At

$'AJ I o

AE o 0 C i' O

00

or i. shorth-and notation; ,X ,, ,:here Lo the state transiticn
..a t r ::

o comolete the I<al:ian filter for:-ul a - ton, so.e otner

-uantitios should be defined. e.,-.

1. he -easurze-,ent error covariance matri:.:,' associated ',i th

the errors in the force and rate measurem:ents. I.suminr the

errors are gaussian and uncorrelatedi/ is a dia.onal atrix con-

Sict n ' of the variances in the force 3nd r;te measurements

0 1

2. ':e error covariance in the estimation of the state,-.
square symmetrical matrix ,hose dimensions are equa! the

number of states, in this case 5"5.

3. The covariance describing the "plant" or "process" noise,

Q has the same dimensions asP. In this case, a would repre-

sent the noise due to vibration (if one knew how to model it).

To simulate the 'Kalman filter, use the followirg approach

1. .iLt~r ~itcitioation:

a.) Set the state vectorYequal to zero.

b.) Set the diagonal elements of Pto some reasonable

values.

c.) Set j equal to zero.

d.) Define .covariance, S matrix and 11 matrix

e.) Set , equal to zero (5 5 matrix).
D-3



2.1r~blcm initializationr

t ) C_ (j ~qua i to ze ro.

b ) .'et value o f Lt.
c) Jet true valuco ofi nitial misali.gnnment ar.:,lles ar,

tilt rates 1 Y,- Y,,''l
I .. et latitude.

o.) Zeterminje J~I;K':;fL nJ' Si' L.AT

f . I :et value of A

c.o) J'et values ofL9 .,andJ ame as mInx).

j roblen J-olution

tr tI 4 )

(F 1 2 & rwO

p>~rbpHr /p<-

I'"rin-t values oft t~ / dif ferences betmeeni ,,and7Yj

-eturn to start of 3 and iriterate.

Y-Ote: From a iro -ramming- standpoit there is no need

to specify socerate variable names for K,~
and P. a .1single variable name would do. The

same i S true for ' .,andYX.,-i Doing this, steps

P-it Pr'% and '(<A~are not required.

1,- 4~



The estimated states 4 ,O ,'only define the orientation

of the gyro/azimuth gimbal coordinates. The true azimuth of the

case ( ,)can be found from; 6 zS+ C*

where is the azimuth gimbal angle whose positive direction is

defined by;

D-5
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-umu-mary of Re-sults and Co.-clus3iors

I model of th-e se e cial '!yroart double tricod reoctilin-ear

flexure support 'las fabricated to test the ability of the cu:_-

Cort to nini.-ize the effect of rotation at the gyroccooe :noun,-

tinr surface associated with relative translational !notion of

the base of the support .,ith respect to the mountin-- 3ur-Iac..

The exacrin-ental evidence nresented in this ronocrt clearly

snho-ws that a very large decre ase in mnountingr surface rtto

due to relative bCase translation is achieved by uifirga

earailelogra:n trip)od K-nife-edgle arrangement of floxure uoonoe

in contras:t to a sirn;Ue renrdulu.--tyT'e suszcens on, wich orvo fe

no isolation from this effect,

U~singr thie experimental model, It -:,as deterinined ta,2e

in the extreme case .ith an equivalent -endulu.n-' rotati f

about 2.3 deg-rees (full travel oDf inner sus-ensoon re _

-ountingr surface tilted about 1/120 of this Or .01) d

it is also noted that the -flexure support 'fuzlly load e 3d

ioe. near buck-ling-, provided a very large am.ount of -.

from base motions as expected, although further dyna!. t . to

wjill be requ-ired to quantify thlo observatfon.

Cos3t :r.ce-.ure

T2he ti-lt tes ts w..eoe rerforned using7 a flexuro o-uee'- t

fabricated by laliso, ~n . Inahfierr, California, ceoc:~'2 1ll

the te3s t. A oarfott 1-1802 Ilectrolytic-ya.e tilt angle sno

w'.as calibrated at the test site as exr.lained boe',and mou; t2

en th:e inner ring of teflerure suppiort. T-he inner rir.;-
..a the,-n moved from side to side until it contacted theo outer

rin,. -coadingsz fror.m t-e tilIt senscor waore taken at re ference

(center) rozition and then at the tooextreme poitionis on eithe._r

sidea of center. Us in:- the calibration data, the naucet

-~r3 translated into total tilt about the axiJs of rotation.

,i~e calibratiLon of th.'e tilt angle oco cor '.,as carries' ou-t

as follow"s:



The tilt angle sensor was faste:.ed to the base of thC

flexure su;ort platform. The platfor . was placed on a r-ranitc

flat table (sec photos) with a sine bar between the platfor::

and the flat table. ere end of the sine bar rested on. the flat

table, the other was suspended by a vertial micror.etcr arrange-

ent (see photos). The tilt angle sensor was excited with a

20 VA <i 400 "Z source and the output was measured ith a
digit DY,.

easurements of tilt taken as AC volts were- taken fro:. the

tilt angle sensor as the vertical micrometer was moved u- increc sinr

the tilt of the base. The micrometer readings were ther. cor.vertea

tc angles of tilt (see calculations). From the cr.Dirotii. data.,

a caioration curve was plotted and a rough linear estinate of

the- output/tilt angle was made. ThIs infor:.otij- was used to

itcrrret the- actual tilt test results.

!li Fjcxure Su'pport ;Yodel

1. rodel of the proposed Gyroart double tripod knife-ede

fiexure suT,-,ort was built to about twice the fie s esign. size

to exhibit the tilt isolation and base motion isolation features

of the everail design. The flexure joints were f bi'icated us c'

1.5 nch lengths of tempered steel clocl: Sinr ire .01 inc..

by .121 inch cross-section, sharpened at orc end. The ficXur c

were mounted in an ingenious double tripod paraieic.ra:T ccnffg-

uration (sece photos and explanaticn in other sections of this

document). The retaining rings and support structure were fauri-

cated fro. aluminum. !fotches were made in the retaining rines

so that the free ends of flexures could act as knife cdces.

The flexure suspension mechanism thus constructed wa then

placed on an outer support structure and loaded in corprezsion wit-.

a spring tension member through the center of ihe inner supcrt

ring (see photos).
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